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ABSTRACT
the frame given by more precise reference points, e.g. GPS
points.
The math model dealing with such transforms can be
block adjustment with independent models (K. Schwidefsky /F. Ackermann, 1976). This model is capable for a rigorous handling of observations not only of photogrammetry
but also of digitized maps and surveying. A realization of
this approach can be found in H. Wiens (1986) and W. Benning/Th. Scholz (1990) - in the following not only the transform itself will be treated but also a comprehensive hypothesis test procedure. The combination of parameter estimation
and hypothesis testing leads to a chaining procedure which
is a feedback loop: after testing the residuals on Gaussian
distribution the data snooping starts to detect points which
do not fit into the given reference frame. After some iterations the overall accuracy of digital cartography is estimated
which should be improved considerably compared with a priori values given in table 1. In this table accuracy measures
are given according to different map scales.

Vectorial data acquisition for Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a real bottleneck which is to be overcomed by
a combination of results of surveying, photogrammetry, and
map data digitization. The homogenization problem consists
of consistency checks in first part with the more accurate
data set, therefore math models must be developed to decide on data acceptance and rejection respectively.
The paper introduces with overall accuracy measures for
the three data acquisition methods. Its main part solves the
mathematical problem when all three data sources are joined
together. The corresponding linear models and hypothesis
tests are shown. It concludes with pros and cons if different
objective functions (Lb L 2 , Loo) are used for parameter estimation.
Key words: GIS data acquisition, data homogenization,
math models, hypothesis tests, objective functions.
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Introduction

Table 1: The ground tracking speed and accuracy of manual
digitizing.

Geometric data acquisition for Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can be done by different methods of surveying,
photogrammetry and cartography. This process is driven by
two main parameters: costs and accuracy which are depending on each other. In order to fill the databases of a GIS very
fast maps are digitized and preprocessed to fit into a reference frame of control points, to overcome isolated mapping
regions, and to realize constraints such as straight lines, perpendicularity and others. Map digitization is cheap in terms
of acquisition time but bad in accuracy. It can considerably
be improved when photogrammetry and surveying deliver a
set of control points by means of photogrammetric restitution, tacheometry and GPS, as it is well-known.
In this context the homogenization process consists of
similarity transforms between mass points obtained during
map digitization and control and additional check points obtained by photogrammetry and surveying. Moreover, also
photogrammetric models can be transformed to fit into

Scale
1:10 000
1:20 000
1:25 000
1:50 000
1:100 000

Ground Speed (km/hr)
54
108
135
270
540

Ground Accuracy (m)
2
4
5
10
20

Regarding the tracking speed during map digitizing a
good operator captures data in a rate of about 1.5 mm per
second. This is to maintain a tracking accuracy of about 0.2
mm. These figures indicate that there is no room left for
more accurate data acquisition but the final data processing
should result into much more accurate values in particular if
large scale maps are digitized.
In order to complete the overall measures of accuracy for
photogrammetry CJ'p and surveying CJ's we can state the following values:
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In this matrix the coordinates Xi, }Ii, Zi can be approximate values of the object coordinates of point Pi; in case of a
two-dimensional transform this matrix shrinks to two translations, one rotation and the scale change simply by deletion
of the third row and the third column, and the forth and
fifth row.
Thus, for every model j the following observation equations are valid

< (J'p < 1m
0.005m < (J's < 0.1
O.Olm

A classification of accuracy leads to the relation (J'c > (J'p >
therefore these figures will be improved if data of cartography, photogrammetry, and surveying is merged with each
other.
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In order to apply the chaining procedure for checking the
metric quality of map digitizing the underlying adjustment
model is reviewed. The important criteria of block adjustment with independent models (K. Schwidesfky /F. Ackermann, 1976) are extented to:

In short we can write (2) as
E(lij)

= lij + Vij =

Xi - Bfjpj,

D(lij)

=

(J'2

Pi - 1

(3)

in which lij is the observation vector for point Pi in model
j and Vij its corresponding residual vector, Xi is the vector
of unknown object coordinates of point Pi, B:j contains the
coefficients of the similarity transform und Pj is the vector
of the seven unknown datum parameters of model j. The
operators E and D characterise expectation and dispersion
respectively.
Control points can be considered twice: on the one hand
non-random coordinates constrain (2) in form of the linear
equation system

• the computing units can be isolated map regions, whole
maps and image pairs
• the functional relation between the model/object space
is a spatial similarity transform
• the block unit is constrained by means of control
points, additional check points, and in case of photogrammetric images the perspective centres

Hx

Fig. 1 gives the well-known individual position of the different independent models.
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and on the other hand random coordinates deliver additional
observation equations
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The parameter estimation by means of least-squares is done
using (3) - known as Gauss Markov model - in which the
residuals are minimized according to
IIVII~ = min
subject toH X = 0

(6)

if non-random control points exist.
Fig. 1: Connection of independent models to a block unit
(from K. Schwidesfky/F. Ackermann, p. 206)
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Testing the parameters and residuals of the parameter estimation we have to decide on the distribution of the residuals. This means the chain of hypothesis tests we propose
is highly dependend on these results. For that reason two
main approaches have to be outlined which may depend on
the Normal Distribution and symmetric distributions respectively.

The spatial similarity transform can be derived by differential or purely geometric considerations (K.R. Koch, 1987).
Let be B the matrix of coefficients providing for three translations, three rotations and a change in scale (K.R. Koch/D.
Fritsch, 1981)
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Hypothesis testing

3.1

(1)

0
X2

Hypothesis tests based on Normal
Distribution

In order to verify the results of the parameter estimation
let us first start with checking the residuals. Therefore the
following initial test has to be solved:

Y2
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Verify the normal distribution of residuals Vj of check
and control point coordinates for each model j Vj = 1,2, ...
obtained by block adjustment. The condition is satisfied if
the null hypothesis is not rejected:

Let be the mean value of Vi :::} D Vi = 1,2, ... , m and
the median value of Yi :::} Y.50 Vi = 1,2, ... , m Verify that
f) = Y.50· This can be done by the two-tailed Quantile Test
for which the following null hypothesis is introduced:

(7)
To verify the null hypothesis apply the X2 test against the
theoretical normal distribution

Ho : the

.50

population quantile is

(15)

iJ

or equivalently

Ho : P(Y

:s; Y)

P(y < f))

;:: .50quantile and

:s;

.50quantile

(16)

k

Ho : 2~JIi

-

npj)2 /npj

:s;

(8)

X;,k-r

j=l

where k is the number of subsets in which the sampled l'esiduals (l1'e subdivided
fj is the numbel' of sampled residuals in the subset j
n is the total number of sampled residuals
Pj is the theoretical pTObability (acc01yiing to a Binomial
distribution for an outcome inside the subset j
r are the degrees of freedom
a is the probability for an error of first l.;ind

In case of a normal distribution, Ii will have a Binomial
distribution with the theoretical mean npj and the variance
npj(1 - Pj).

If the null hypothesis is not rejected apply the data snooping test already proposed by F.Crosilla/G. Garlatti (1991)
for digital cartography. Let Xip and Xic be the x-coordinates
of point Pi under control coming from photogrammetric (p)
and cartographic (c) procedures respectively:

N({tixp, a;p)
N({tixc, a;J

in which Y has the same distribution as the sampled Vi.
For a decision rule let us introduce the quantities:
T2 number of obsel'vations i iJ

T1 number of observations
T1

where z has the binomial distribution with parameters m
and .50, and where a1 is about half of the desired level of
significance. Then find the number t2 such that

or

P(z > t2)
P(z:S; i2)

(10)

Xic

+ a2

is about equal the
and a2 are not integer
numbers). The final decision rule is given by
a2

is chosen such that

(18)
a1

desi'red level of significance (Note:

= Xip -

y

(17)

where

Yi

T2 if none of the observations =

The critical region corresponds to values of T2 which are
too large, and to values of T1 which are too small. This region
is found by entering a table of the Binomial distribution with
the sample size m and the hypothesized probability .50. \Ve
now have to solve the following problem: find the number tl
such that

(9)

Define the random variable

=

:s; D and

al

(19)

following a Normal Distribution

Once the probability a for a first kind error is accepted and
the parametric space S is partitioned in the subspace of acceptance (A) and rejection (R)

A

R

{Xip, Xic E S : -za/2 :s; yi/ a y < za/2}
{Xip,Xic E S: yi/aiY:S; -za/2 or yi/aiY > za/2}
(12)

otherwise accept Ho with a significance level equals al + a2.
The symmetry of the distribution can also be verified by the
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test which is reported in the following. In this context we will differentiate in two cases:
Case 1: the condition of symmetry is accepted
Verify that the median Y.50
Wilcoxon signed rank test

= O. Then apply the two-tailed

where

za/2 : P[z < -za/2]

= p[z > za/2] = a/2

Vz

E S

Ho : Y.50
HI : V.50

(13)

If Ho

than holds

o
fJ
3.2

if Xip, Xic
if Xip, Xic

E A
E R

Non parametric hypothesis tests

In case the normal distribution of fi is not accepted non
parametric tests should be applied. The first question which
arises is the symmetry behaviour therefore we have to verify
the symmetry of the distribution of the sampled Yi Vi =
1,2, ... , m (m number of points). The null hypothesis is formulated such that the mean value of distribution corresponds
with the median value.
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(20)

= 0 then it follows for the symmetry condition
iJ=O

(14)

o
fJ

(21)

and therefore systematic and gross errors are not present
within the population with significance level a. The test
statistic T equals the sum of the ranks assigned to those
m.
values of Yi > 0 Vi = 1,2,
"'j

(22)
where Ri = 0 if Yi < 0 and Ri equals the rank asigned to
positive values of Vi.
As a decision rule we ha.ve to reject JIo a.t a level of significance a if T exceeds 101-ex/2 or if T is less than 1O ex /2' If
T is between W ex /2 and 101-0/2 or equal to either quantile,

accept Ho. The quantile values of the \Vilcoxon signed rank
test statistics are usually reported in appropriate tables.
Case 2: the condition of symmetry is not accepted
This leads to the alternative hypothesis

Hl : the

.50

population quantile is not equal to

f)

(23)
In this case the Sign Test has to be applied. Classify as (+)
those observations Yi > 0 and as (-) those observations Yi < 0
and as (0) the values Yi = O. Having in mind that Yi =
Xip - Xic the null hypothesis for a two-tailed test can be
stated as follows

Ho : P(Xip <

X'ic)

=

P(Xip

>

Xic)

Vi

(24)

Now the conclusion can be drawn: if Ho = 0 the presence
of systematic or gross errors can be rejected wit the level of
significance a.
The test statistic T equals the number of ( +) pairs; that
is T equals the number of pairs (Xip, Xic) in which Xic is less
than Xip' As decision rule we obtain: disregard all tied points
(if any), and let n be the number of pairs that are not ties
=} n = total number of (+) and (--).
If n = 20 use the table of Binomial distribution with the
proper value of n and with P = 0.5. Select the value of about
a/2 and call it a1 (not integer). The corresponding value of
z is called t.
The critical region of size 2a corresponds to values of T
less than or equal to t or greater than or equal to n - t.
Furthermore we have

Ho

= /J

if T ~ t

or

T;::: n - t

(25)

When using other objective functions then the method
of least-squares it is known, that hypothesis testing becomes
very difficult. For example, the Ll norm is more sensitive
against blunders, and the Loo reduces the maximum error.
But the costs in terms of computing time are much higher
than using least-squares algorithms. Although linear and
quadratic programming algorithms can be handled for large
equation systems as well, the question on underlying distributions of the outcoming residuals is not yet solved. For that
reason it becomes obvious to combine different error norms
with each other: to start with blunder detection in L l , to reduce the maximum errors by L oo , and to decide on the final
data transform with L 2 •
Further work should concentrate on the application of
the tests proposed by this paper. The final aim is a quality
check of map digitizing using all the data available from photogrammetry and surveying. Only in this wayan objective
overall measure for geometric data bases can be found.
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If Ho
If Ho

=

0.5n - vn

(27)

= 0 the metric quality is accepted.

= /J

look for a systematic trend.

This systematic trend can be detected by a Cox and Stuart test but this will not be treated in this paper.

4

Conclusions and outlook

The paper introduced with overall accuracy measures for digital cartography, photogrammetry and surveying. \Vhile map
digitizing serves as data acquisition method for mass points
photogrammetry and surveying deliver the reference frame
to check and adjllst cartographic data. The method for this
necessary data processing consists of block adjustment with
independent models and hypothesis testing. It was shown
that the whole statistical inference process should care for
the distribution of the residuals, the data snooping, the final
choice of points to be controlled and checked, and, moreover,
the estimation of an overall measure of the transformed digital cartographic data. All the formulas which are necessary
for these chain of tests are given in the paper.
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